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WHAT IS OPADD?
To begin with, it stands for “Operating Procedures for AIS
Dynamic Data” and it is actually a living document
categorized in the EUROCONTROL context as a guideline,
meaning that its application is not mandatory but recognised
as a contributor for the aviation safety and efficiency.
It was first released in January 2000 and it was recently
updated with edition 4.1 in December of 2020.

The main purpose of OPADD is the
harmonisation for creation and processing
of TAM messages and production of PIB.

WHO IS IN
CHARGE OF
OPADD REVIEW
AND UPDATE?
For more than two decades, the
mission of creating, reviewing,
implementing and applying the
procedures of this document has
been taken by the European AIS
community with the creation of
specific Action Groups under the
supervision of Eurocontrol.
An important aspect about these
groups is their view of “a global
applicability” when reviewing and
updating the document, meaning
that considerations are taken into
account in the review and update
process so countries outside the
ECAC region may also adopt and/or
adapt the principles written down in
it.
There are several countries already
around the world using OPADD for
complementing the ICAO SARPS
related to TAM messages.

WHAT IS OPADD ABOUT?
As per its title, it deals with “AIS Dynamic Data”, or in other
words, it lays down guidelines for the creation and processing
of NOTAM, SNOWTAM and ASHTAM (i.e. TAM messages) and
also for the production of PIB, being these procedures
complementary and fully compliant with the relevant ICAO
SARPS.
Additionally, the document also provides operational
procedures for international NOTAM Processing Units (NPU)
and for querying and replying NOTAM databases.

WHY OPADD SHOULD BE
WORLDWIDE USED BY
NOTAM OFFICES?
Nowadays, in the aviation world, we are witnessing more and
more serious complains and incident reports about the lackor-excess-of
information,
and
misunderstanding
or
miscommunication of NOTAM text.
One of the factors contributing to this problem is the highlevel focus of ICAO SARPS in regards to operational
procedures for the creation and distribution of the
Aeronautical Information Products and this is where OPADD
perfectly complements the general principles by ICAO
specifically for TAM messages.
Additionally, the OPADD guidelines have actually already been
applied for more than 20 years by the ECAC States, with great
results increasing the NOTAM quality in the region thus the
safety of aviation in general.
The European AIS Database (EAD) has also -since the very
start of its operations back in 2003- been operating in
accordance with the OPADD rules.

OPADD complements and fully
complies with ICAO SARPS and it
has been implemented for more
than 20 years by ECAC states.
Download OPADD here

HOW CAN OPADD SUPPORT
THE NOF UNITS?
With the implementation of OPADD many benefits can be
obtained by NOTAM offices like:
Reduction of irrelevant NOTAM: it details more stringent
criteria for the creation, replacement and cancellation of
NOTAM reducing the room for interpretation of general
ICAO SARPS.
Improvement of readability and understanding of items
D and E: it provides defined criteria with lots of examples
for a harmonised description of item D and E with an
orientation towards automation.
Consistent and coherent databases: it gives the
principles and procedures for NOTAM Checklist production
and for database maintenance along with the description
of associated messages.
Alignment with many NOTAM systems: many of the
software manufacturers are already taking into
consideration the principles of OPADD for the
development of their NOTAM applications, bringing for
example automatic checks against the rules and
improving the quality of the NOTAM produced.

WHAT CAN WE EXPECT FOR
THE FUTURE?
Due to the more international participation approach for
updating ICAO SARPS, we see that OPADD principles are the
inspiration of some of the new ICAO SARPS in regards to TAM
messages which might also be even enhanced or directly
adopted in the future.

HOW CAN WE
KNOW MORE
ABOUT OPADD?
In GroupEAD, we have an extensive
knowledge and experience about
the OPADD guidelines since we have
been supporting Eurocontrol from
the very beggining with the initial
version of the document and its
later updates. In addition, we are
applying OPADD in our internal
procedures and even supporting
Eurocontrol with its enforcement by
the EAD migrated states.
Additionally, as part of our training
catalogue, we provide a specific and
unique training on Dynamic Data
based on OPADD as well as AIM
consultancy, migration and operational services related to NOTAM.
Should you need support on how to
improve the safety and efficiency of
your NOTAM service, contact us now
and
let’s
define
together
a
successful roadmap for OPADD
implementation in your organization.

Although there will be a time in the near future when newer
concepts involving automation like the “Digital NOTAM” and
“Electronic PIB” will be implemented, bringing many benefits
in terms of quality and safety, the adoption of the OPADD
guidelines by the different NOTAM offices around the world
could in the meantime bring an excellent tool for
complementing ICAO SARPS for improving the quality of
NOTAM, and enhancing its harmonization and distribution
worldwide.

CONTACT US AT INFO@GROUPEAD.COM OR TRAINING@GROUPEAD.COM
AND LET’S DEFINE TOGETHER A SUCCESSFUL ROADMAP FOR OPADD
IMPLEMENTATION.

